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The vapour trails above the Martian surface turned to ice in 
seconds. Drifted down in cascading arcs of crystal particles, 
like so many disintegrating rainbows in the ambient 
daylight. The Sůnlance Rigs were top end sports models, 
fully customised to the technical specs dictated by team 
engineers; cutting edge dreams curtailed only by the budget 
constraints of any particular sponsor. 
 With one flex of her nervous system, Jenique Lynko tore 
open the throttle valves on the quad-booster rockets.  
Thousands of kilograms of torque boomed in her ears.  The 
waypoint flashed past at nearly 3,000 miles per hour.  
 The hard acceleration and climb had the medicare 
module squawking shrill alerts about circulation pressure 
and her organic vitals; bio-sensor warnings were racing into 
the red.  Oxygen-starved, blood surging the wrong way, her 
brain started to free-fall in the dizzy twist of semi-
consciousness. Sparkles of light flashed across her retina. 
She was riding the edge of sanity and survivability. But this 
was how she ran. This was how she held onto the crown:  
Zendori Syndicate Champion two years in a row.  
 Her hands felt like they belonged to somebody else, 
distant fuzzy objects in her failing vision. She yanked back 
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on the stick.  Manual steering and basic controls were part 
of race rules; use of her neural interface was restricted to 
specific peripheral functions – like now, reducing the 
boosters.  Her vector swung round on a hard curve.  Away 
from the proscribed race lane. 
 “Lynko!” the voice of her Team Manager bellowed a 
microsecond later. “What the hell are you doing?” 
 Her dizziness faded.  Jenique pointed the nose of the 
stubby Sůnlance towards the matt black spec of orbiting 
machinery that slid around Mars 1,000 miles above the 
surface. So small and discreet you wouldn’t know it was 
there.  But she did…now. 
 “Lynko?” 
 The TM’s voice had downscaled from blind rage towards 
concern. She ignored it.  The matt-black orbital was three-
hundred miles from her current position; she estimated 
she’d reach it in six minutes.  
 “Lynko you’re way off marker. Is there a problem?” 
 They probably thought she was having another episode: 
visions of a ghost outside the FuGlass canopy of the rig. 
She’d talked about it. She’d reported seeing it…  
 …him.  
 A man with gritty tufts of thick black hair, explosive 
punk style combined with oil-streaked skin. 
 Rudi had looked into it.  Back then.  That first time. 
Told her what the tech’s had found a possible glitch in her 
Zendori-wetlink, the dedicated satellite connection that fed 
her race data back to the syndicate for verification of 
results. Some legal auditing bureaucracy.  But the techs 
suspected Zendori’s entertainment channels had bled into 
her data-feed – the guy with the hair was nothing but an 
artificial character in a sim-stim show. So they had said. 
 She’d lost that race. The shock of seeing that guy out 
there, riding alongside her, gazing back at her – like he’d 
known her. Quite a feat at two-thousand miles per hour 
skimming the undulating surface and plunging through 
ravines that hadn’t touched water for half a billion years.  
Unnerving. Major distraction. Rudi had bitched about the 
points she’d lost. Her fall in rankings. The hungry new 
young pilots coming up the league behind her, eager to claw 
away her prestige.     
 Rudi… 
 When he hadn’t been managing her he’d been fucking 
her. A smile twitched her lips, briefly; but it faded with 
sadness. Strange relationship.  She’d been numb inside and 
he’d been dealing with… issues.  Hints of an ex-wife and 
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some kind of scandal that was barely behind him.  He never 
spoke about it. She never asked.  Nor did she probe him 
about the sense there was always this lingering slab of guilt 
hanging around his neck whenever they were intimate 
together.   
 He’d been really worried after that race – a throwaway 
remark about the gambling numbers.  
 Tears spilled down her cheeks. Wet arcs dragged across 
the hard planes of her cheekbones, pulled by acceleration 
into the soft padding of her helmet around her ears. Her 
gaze locked onto the console and the forward-scan showing 
the tiny black orbital.  God this was so weird! Knowing what 
was out there.  She laughed, a desperate sound between a 
snarl and wail.  
 How many sick fuckers were watching her now? 
Watching their bets burn.   
 “Lynko,” the TM spoke quickly but calmly, “Abort your 
run. Your race is over. Report to station. Goddammit girl 
you better have a good explanation for this.” 
 She did. 
 
 
   

 
 
 
    
They found Rudi sliced open on the floor of his living 
module on the outer toroid of Celestial Gateway (West). 
Police said it was a random murder. There were gangs, even 
amongst the science and social service crews, the criminal 
tendency bouncing along ex-cons who had made a new life 
for themselves off-world. Rudi probably opened his door to 
the wrong crowd.  Jenique hadn’t bought it.  The police 
packed away the case, too smug, too neat and tidy. Life 
wasn’t like that. Rudi’s murder certainly wasn’t. 
 That was only a month ago. Three days after she’d 
blown the race that first time after seeing the dude with the 
hair.  The vast audiences of the Solar Orbital Network (sOn) 
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were already on tenterhooks as speculation raged about her 
crashing out of the league with psych-issues.  The murder 
sent the speculation into a supernova. She came back 
strong, like Jenique Lynko true to form, pushing machine, 
mind and madness to the outer rim in defence of her 
championship status. After losing Rudi that was all she had 
left.  
 Then the package had arrived. Hand-delivered to the 
door of her team trailer by a grubby kid wearing the inner 
lining of an old pressure suit that looked like some hand-me 
down from the days of NASA.  If Rudi had chosen the kid to 
be his courier from beyond the grave then it was a perfect 
choice, all but unnoticed amongst the crowds of colony 
technicians that used the area where she lived as a local 
hangout.   
 The kid said nothing, had just stood outside her door 
looking at her sidelong, milky cataracts glinting in the haze 
of overhead sodalum lighting  before coming to the decision 
she was definitely who he was supposed to give it to.      
 The package was brown paper (not cheap) wrapped 
around something that felt like a layer of hydrogel blisters. 
No thumb-ID. No digital markers.   On the front it just said 
in Rudi’s distinctively bad scrawl: SILENCIO.   
 She had stared at it in disbelief. The word was a 
flashback to their intimate times together. His code word for 
her to switch off her WAM. She had always assumed it was 
to stop their moments together being recorded: the pea-
sized pellet of Wet Access Memory surgically implanted 
inside her skull was connected to a bunch of services.  But 
after she read the contents of the package, a data-chip 
inside the protective wrapping, she realised it was to stop 
Zendori and the hundreds of elite, privileged, high-paying 
clients voyeuristically watching her live feed – every moment 
of her goddamned life - from seeing them together.   And 
now it was to stop Zendori’s security detail from perceiving 
she was about to be told the truth. 
 The truth. 
 Hot, merciless, a blunt delivery of pain. Followed by 
shock and disbelief. And then a slowly unfolding horror that 
did not go away. 
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The data-chip contained notes put together by Rudi 
periodically over a period of twenty-seven months. They 
were written in a way that suggested he had expected to be 
caught – and hurt.  
 He had been suspicious about his new Team Driver 
because she came shipped in from Earth-side still in a coma 
from hypersleep. After nine months crated in the shipping 
lanes, most folks inbound to Mars got the rise and shine 
and a full medi-check for quarantine inspectors long before 
reaching the outer rim of the gravity well.  
 But Jenique Lynko came slamming through the doors of 
the Zendori garage strapped to a gurney escorted by a 
bunch of freelance medics with a serious military vibe. 
 Rudi saw her tattoos before the guy Zendori brought in 
to remove them did his work.  Cyrillic letters interlocked 
into Celtic symbols; vapor!nk gave the impression of a  
smoky shimmering heat-haze above the skin.  Zendori 
scrubbed her identity.   DNA swabs hit corrupted files on all 
centralised law-enforcement and local government 
databases. But the tattoos gave Rudi the hooks to hang an 
investigation on. 
 She had been a street punk racer.  New Tokyo girl: 
former US state of Florida. A nervous-system dry-boosted 
with cheap synthetic imports from Chiba.  A lifestyle of 
upgrades scraped together from money earned by hard 
driving. Her muscle and raw organic talent taking cars built 
from scrap parts through the toughest races in the Buffer 
Zone.  The cheap imports swapped out for the latest reflex 
capacitors from Haujobb; optical implants to accelerate 
time-distance-vector measures, bioware adjustments to her 
circulatory network. She fought her way through the streets 
to the elevation of the air: illegal but unofficially sanctioned 
aerodyne battles above the Everglades and down through to 
the gelweed farms around Cuba.   
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 The money rolled in.  
 Jenique Lynko wasn’t her real name. But that wasn’t 
important now. 
 Somehow, a little over two years ago, she wound up 
dead.  Zendori grabbed the opportunity and plunged her 
into cryo. 
 You had to roll back to that time, two years plus, to 
understand why.  
 The same week she died, Zendori’s top race pilot Shayne 
Bauman flew through a freak radiation storm that fried the 
shielding of his Sůnlance and burned up his vital organs 
before the ship had struck the Tharsis Bulge in a fireball.   
 Bauman’s death broke Zendori’s feverish grip on the 
cash-reigns of the sOn syndication rights. Rudi discovered 
how far the corporation was willing to go to regain that 
stranglehold.  
  Not only their star racing pilot, Shayne Bauman had 
been a huge advocate of Zendori’s Sim-Weave technology 
fronting many of the companies prime advertising 
campaigns.  During surgery, Zendori recorded key cognitive 
functions as part of the Sim-Weave installation process. It 
wasn’t a total copy.  Rumours of full-mind recording 
technology called Cerebral Codexing were still just that; 
rumours, spilling back into the Solar System from the 
machine-colonies of Borgendrill Corp out beyond the First 
Arterial.  
 Rudi learned the copied pieces of Bauman had been 
stitched together by a clever programmer called Viral5.  
Wrapped around a piece of AI-emulation soft, they created a 
Frankenstein Monster of recorded reflex instincts, intuitive 
feedback loops and race-based analysis, all capable of 
responding and learning within narrow parameters.  A 
semi-sentient Thing locked in a digital box and hooked into 
Zendori’s vast broadcast arrays: number one carrier for Life 
Ride and Sim-Stim programmes.  
 And through that, they hooked into the thought-stream 
of Jenique’s once-crippled brain.  Part of who she thought 
she was, was actually everything Shayne Bauman used to 
be.  She was nothing but a physical host.  A breathing, 
walking - and fuckable - former corpse brought back from 
the brink of death with a hole where a mind should have 
been.  Packed into a tube and shipped sixty-two million 
miles to serve a very specific purpose. 
 Jenique Lynko was a ghost.  
 The dude with the hair was some fragment of memory 
coming from who she had used to be.  
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 The Sim-Weave implant they had put into her allowed 
Zendori to syndicate her races, her physical-emotional 
reality, moment by moment in a granular fully-immersive 
experience to certain high-paying clients.  Demand within 
the gambling circuits went stratospheric.  
 Rudi named names.  People like Salome Verderame, 
CEO. Hanh Camus, Chairman of the Board.  Complicit in 
an act that would be swept beneath the carpet by UTOC 
and the Cultural Attachés of MOCID. It wasn’t like she 
could take them to court.  And Jenique had the unnerving 
suspicion that if she stepped too-far out of line Zendori 
could just sever the broadcast.  How much of her higher 
cognitive processes were coming from the Shayne Bauman 
construct? She had no idea.  Would the very notion of her 
just vanish?  It was a terrifying thought. 
 Technically she was, mentally, a he. Did that matter? 
Not too Rudi. No wonder the guilt. 
 Her synaptic bridge implant gave her access to all 
mechanical, electronic and atmospheric sensor data as if 
the Sůnlance rig was an extension of her own body. She 
checked the status of the turbo-locks and made a quick 
adjustment via a mental prompt which she hoped wouldn’t 
raise too much suspicion.  This had to work. 
 And then there it was. The matte-black orbital up 
ahead. Seeing it with her own eyes she suffered a surreal 
and unnerving feeling of vertigo – an overwhelming sense 
that she was actually looking at herself from a rapidly 
closing distance. 
 She didn’t scream. 
 The emotions that burst out wasn’t fear but release.  
The impact of the Sůnlance upon the delicate fabric of the 
orbital was as quick as it was devastating.  Her body was 
pulped and shredded by the violent penetration. Fuel cells 
ruptured.  Gasses and chemicals folded around each other 
in the flux of powerful forces. Explosions sent flames flowing 
outwards in twisting vortexes.  Something nuclear failed 
and went off like a dead star.  The secondary detonation 
scattered her physical, digital and psychological remains 
out at the speed of light.    
 The syndication of Jenique Lynko flashed out of 
existence.  
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The End 
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